Populations, Distribution,
and Behavior of Whales
in the Western South Atlantic:
Cruise 69-3 of R/V Hero
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During
the period June 15 to August 7, 1969, for
:
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the purposes of this grant, R/V Hero was at sea in
* .- L
the western South Atlantic Ocean off the coast of
Argentina and Uruguay, and also zigzagging over
the 200-rn isobath between 32°S. and 55°S. It was
hoped that a winter cruise in this sector of the South
Atlantic would reveal some populations of the larger
whales which had not migrated to lower latitudes
and warmer waters for calving and mating. Former
hand-whaling in this coastal area and modern whaling at South Georgia, 1,000 miles to the east, as well
as subantarctic winter cruises of the Discovery Com-mittee's research vessels in the 1930s, indicated that
:
we could expect to find some blue whales, finbacks,
Mill seis, and possibly humpbacks and, perhaps, even
—
right whales, which had long been considered almost
extinct.
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To our great satisfaction, we found a concentraPhotos by Gilbert A. Vo88
tion of 20-25 right whales, courting and presumably
mating, in an area of 1-2 sq. n. mi. close to shore at
Southern right whales observed in Golfo Nuevo on July 15, 1969.
The whales in the top and center photos are courting.
the entrance to the almost land-locked Golfo Nuevo
(43°S.). This is the first time that right whales have
been reported from this locality. They were, however,
eral area for at least 17 days—perhaps even longer.
the only large whales that we saw on the entire trip.
If so, we concluded tentatively that the area was
Perhaps the absence of the other species is a result
rich in food, such as squid and fish—i.e., it was an
of the extreme over-catching in the Antarctic over
area of high productivity. However, we were unable
the past 20 years; the great blue whale—the largest
to record any environmental factors except depth and
animal ever to have lived on this earth and the prewater temperature.
dominant species in the antarctic catch from 1910
As concerns the smaller Cetacea—the porpoises—
to 1935—may now be rarer in the southern oceans
we occasionally observed, but were unable to collect,
than the right whale!
two of the southern species of the genus LagenorhynAnother cetological observation of interest was that
chus (australis in the cool, southern waters; obscurus
of pilot whales, a small whale reaching 14-21 feet in
in the warmer, northern waters). We also saw the
length in the adult stage. On June 3, 1969, the
white-belted, or piebald, porpoise Cep/talorhynchus
Norwegian tanker Gazelle, en route from Rio de
commersoni—one of the world's most beautiful porJaneiro to Punta Arenas, encountered "several hunpoises. All were in coastal waters. None was seen
dred" small whales at about 43°S. 59W. On June
pelagically.
19, Hero entered this same area, and within three
Among the Otariidae (fur seals and sea lions), we
hours encountered two large groups of pilot whales.
observed numerous specimens of the large South
The first group, located in water of 285 fathoms just
American sea lion, Otaria byroni, all the way from
over the continental shelf, comprised about 100 inUruguay to Isla Estados. We also saw a few southern
dividuals in a number of smaller pods. The second
fur seals, Arctocephalus, but definite identifications
group, also of about 100, was observed nearby in
were made only at Isla Lobos, Uruguay. This forwater of 63 fathoms, just within the continental
merly abundant, but now severely depleted, fur-bearing species has been reported from only one location
shelf. We felt strongly that these could have been
the same whales that Gazelle had observed, and that
along the entire Argentine coast.
Of the Phocidae, we saw elephant seals at the
they had been in "temporary residence" in this genNovember–December 1969
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northwestern tip of Peninsula Valdes, just north of
Golfo Nuevo, and possibly one leopard seal in the
eastern mouth of the Straits of Magellan.
Marine birds were common in most places. All
were logged and a few were collected.
Three Argentine scientists participated in the last
leg of the cruise (July 20-August 5) : Dr. Norberto
Bellisio and his assistant, Mr. Aldo Tomo, of the
Museo Nacional and the Servicio de Hidrografia
Naval, respectively, and Mr. Atila Gozstonyi, of the
Centro de Investigación de Biologia Marina. All
three were ichthyologists—Dr. Bellisio a recognized
authority on the antarctic family Notothenidae, and
Messrs. Tomo and Gozstonyi doctoral candidates.
For Mr. Gozstonyi, we made a number of bottom
drags with a Blake trawl in relatively shallow water
from Puerto Deseado to Isla Estados and the Burdwood Bank. But these produced many more invertebrates than fishes. For Dr. Bellisio and Mr. Tomo, we
made four hauls with an Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl
to depths of 1,000 in deep water (2,000 m) in the
northern Drake Passage.

Antarctic Winter Flight 1969
The fourth annual winter fly-in from Christchurch,
New Zealand to McMurdo Station was conducted
by two ski-equipped LC-130 Hercules aircraft from
Antarctic Development Squadron Six. The two
aircraft arrived at McMurdo August 31, carrying
Rear Admiral David F. Welch, Commander, U.S.
Naval Support Force, Antarctica and seven scientists
who wished to start their research early in the summer season. In addition to the men, the aircraft carried 1,700 pounds of fresh provisions and 5,100
pounds of mail.
While one aircraft remained at McMurdo, the
other, piloted by Commander Jerome R. Pilon, commander of VXE.-6, flew with Admiral Welch to
Byrd Station to evacuate Commissaryman Second
Class Cecil M. McDaniel, who had been under the
care of the navy doctor at Byrd, Lt. Herbert Thomas.
Commissaryman McDaniel, although in satisfactory
condition, required hospitalization and further medical evaluation in the United States. The aircraft
also carried McDaniel's replacement, Commissaryman Third Class James E. Wells, Jr., as well as 400
pounds of fresh provisions and 200 pounds of mail
for the wintering-over group.
The aircraft landed in relatively good weather
(-45°F. temperature and 15-knot winds), and the
men at Byrd required only 20 minutes to unload the
cargo and embark McDaniel. On the return flight
from McMurdo, the aircraft also transported four
scientists and six navymen to Christchurch.
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Army Helicopters Transferred to VXE-6
During April, the three UH-11) helicopters formerly assigned to the U.S. Army Aviation Detachment, Antarctica arrived at NAS Quonset Point to
join the VXE-6 air fleet. Beginning with Deep
Freeze 70, VXE--6 will assume the Army's flying mission in the Antarctic.
The UH-lDs, unlike the H-34D helicopters presently used by the squadron for short-range missions
around McMurdo, can be loaded into the LC-130
Hercules and lifted anywhere in Antarctica for remote field operations.
Because of its turbine engine, the UH-11) can operate at higher altitudes than the H-34D, which has a
conventional reciprocating engine. This additional
flexibility enables scientists to work from inland field
camps at elevations 10,000 feet or more above sea
level.

A New Way to Travel
A new and more comfortable means of travel will
be tested this season in Antarctica. A portable cabin
designed to fit the LC-130 Hercules aircraft cargo
compartment has been delivered by the National Airways Corporation of New Zealand for experimental
use by VXE-6.
The cabin will enable up to six aircraft passengers
to work and sleep without interference from the aircraft noise. Included in the cabin are two tables and
six chairs which are interchangeable with six bunk
beds. Heating, cooling, and electrical power will be
provided by the aircraft's systems. Built at a cost of
only $7,800 (U.S.), the cabin was fabricated in just
11 weeks.

Translation in Preparation
The following Russian monograph has been submitted for translation to the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information:
U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences. Zoological Insti-

tute. Results of Biological Research by the Soviet
Antarctic Expedition (1955-1958), 4. Leningrad,
1968. 272 p.

Erratum in vol. IV, no. 5, i• 173: The photos of
Diet yocha and Distephanus should be reversed.
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